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United Kingdom

Dear Mr . Broughton ;
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I am writing to request your support for The Fraser Institute, and in particular
the Institute's Social Affairs Centre . Until its purchase by British American Tobacco,
Rothman's International generously supported the centre and in fact encouraged its
establishment and had a strong interest in its work . If I may, I would like to familiarise
you with the Institute, our Social Affairs Centre, and our proposed Risk and Regulation
Centre .

In late 1997, the Institute established a research program in emulation of the

Social Affairs Unit in the United Kingdom . The long-term viability of this program
was largely dependent upon the acquisition of a solid and sustainable funding base .
Thanks to the generous support of Rothman's International and Phillip Morris, the
Institute was able to go ahead with the project . Mr. Patrick Basham, who had recently
completed a Ph.D. at the University of Cambridge, was brought on to direct this new
Social Affairs Centre. Mr. Basham proceeded to draft a plan for the Centre, which was
in essence a shopping list of research programs .

I am proud to report that the Social Affairs Centre has achieved enormous
success and growth in just over two years . The Centre's objective is to examine
problem areas of government associated with social policy. The central question the
Centre seeks to address is whether or not State control_gf social policy is a better, more
eff cient, or fairer basis for meeting popular aspirations than the market model? As the
evidence to date suggests that excessive and inappropriate State intervention has been
as counter-productive in social as in economic policy, the Institute is clearly on track
with its examination of how best to help people to help themselves . The Centre
continues to present the arguments for a shift toward individual and family-based

solutions, in contrast to the previous statist approaches to social problems .

The need to address Canada's social deficit through the application of the
economic model is of paramount importance. Contemporary social policy is almost
always well intentioned but almost always poorly thought-out . The Centre's concerns
in this area centre upon :

• the widely misunderstood nature of the failure of State education .i
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• the legacy of dependency bequeathed by an overbearing and overreaching welfare
establishment, in concert with its burgeoning client groups in the `helping
professions' .

• the well-documented decline in the vitality and responsibility of the family as
primary educator, caregiver, and provider of first resort .

• the relevance of the relative breakdown in law and order for each of the preceding

issues .

• the necessity of ensuring that, from a cost-benefit perspective, any improvement in

the level of personal safety does not derive from the imposition of unwarranted
restrictions on the freedom of speech, of personal liberty, and personal protection
enjoyed by other law-abiding members of society .

We believe that State interference has eroded personal responsibility and
infantilized swathes of the population . Currently governments are taxing people and
spending their money at historic levels and, in many areas, restricting their freedom as
consumers by forcing them to use State services . In contrast, we view individual liberty
both as an economic and moral good, for in a freely competitive environment most
individuals will exhibit discipline, diligence, and thriftiness .

The Institute has developed a focused program of study that to date has
addressed a number of controversial yet important issues, and published a number of
widely read monographs and articles on social policy issues, including Passive Smoke :
The EPA's Betrayal of Science and Policy . This book, which highlighted the absence
of any scientific evidence for linking cancer with second-hand smoke, received
widespread media coverage both in Canada and the United States, and continues to be
one of the most sought after publications of the Institute .

Groundbreaking conferences were held in Vancouver and Toronto to discuss
alternative approaches to solving the urban drug problem, and a book on the topic is in
preparation . Another conference was held to discuss the impact of managing private
risks through government regulation, and to examine the process of risk regulation. The
Institute is about to publish the first in a series of papers emanating from this conference .
A fourth conference "Should Government Butt Out?" focused on the pros and cons of
tobacco regulation . A monograph of papers emanating from the tobacco conference is in
peer review and will be released in the spring of this year .

The Centre has just concluded a study, and will shortly release a publication,

examining legalised gambling in the U.K., Canada, Australia, and the United States .

Other Institute analysts working in the Social Affairs Centre, under Mr .
Basham's direction, include Ms. Claudia Hepburn (in our Toronto office), Mr . Peter
Cowley, and Prof. Steve Easton. They are pursuing an aggressive program on education
policy. The aims of the program under Mr. Cowley and Prof. Easton, are to measure the
performance of our public schools, and provide parents and policy makers with options
that have proven successful in improving performance and generating greater choice in
other jurisdictions. Report cards have been produced for all British Columbia. and
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Alberta high schools, and work is ongoing to produce similar reports for all Canadian
provinces. A report by Ms. Hepburn examines the experience of four countries with
school vouchers and charter schools . In the spring a conference will be held in Toronto,
Ontario, looking at public and private scholarships/school vouchers, and their success in

other jurisdictions .

The Institute's overall success has been based on its commitment to providing

Canadians with high quality research on important public policy topics. Contrary to the
jibes constantly thrown at us by interest groups threatened by the findings of our

research, we don't waste time lobbying politicians, because we realise that lasting
changes to public policy can be achieved only if public support for those policies exists .

Only public education can achieve this, and only over time and through patient,
painstaking effort, for millions of individual minds must be convinced of the strength of
our arguments .

The Institute has achieved great success in getting the message out to the
broadest possible audience. This past year, we published 35 books, Critical Issues

Bulletins and Public Policy Sources . Our monthly magazine Fraser Forum, distributed
to 6,000 people, continues to present well-written informative articles on diverse topics .
All of these publications also are made available in their entirety on the internet, where
they are accessed by students, academics, public policy makers and journalists from
around the world . Our mentions in Canadian media have increased by more than 138%
since 1994 - in 1998 the Institute received 3,327 media mentions, and we are on track to
exceed this total this year. As well, since its inception, the Institute's web site has
recorded more than 250,000 visits, and more than one million pages of text have been

down-loaded . On average, over 500 people visit our site per day. Our books continue to
be translated into new languages (now 20 and counting), and are sold around the world .
Many are required reading at North American and European universities .

In this new millennium we face many social and economic challenges, perhaps
none so daunting as the need to encourage adoption of rational policy that is based on
sound science and economics . Agitators for a "zero-risk" society have become

increasingly successful in advancing their cause, often basing their case on exaggerated
junk science scares. The impact of government regulations, which have increased
dramatically in cost and regulation since 1975, is one of the most important but often
overlooked obstacles to Canada's economic growth and competitiveness .

The area of risk regulation has interested the Fraser Institute for some time .
However, lacking adequate funds we have only been able to progress slowly . It is our goal
to establish, alongside our Social Affairs Centre, a Centre on Risk and Regulation . With
support by British American Tobacco with a multi-year grant we will be able to develop a
top-notch centre that will become a constant and important participant in the public debate
on risk and regulation .

Canada, unlike the United States and the United Kingdom, does not presently have
a centre of research dedicated totally towards research into regulatory decision making .
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What we are proposing is a high calibre centre that will involve senior analysts, and will use

a variety of resources and tools, to provide the factual information that will seriously
counter the risk activists and their misleading and misguided propaganda .

The Fraser Institute is uniquely positioned to mount a project of this magnitude . To
begin with, the Institute has a 25-year history as a major player in Canada as one of this

country's leading economic research organisations, the country's largest independent think
tank, and one of the pre-eminent public policy research organisations in the world . We have
strategic alliances with institutes in 53 countries and exchange information with close to 120
similar organisations around the world in our quest for successful and sound examples to

guide policy in Canada. The Institute is led by Dr. Michael Walker, one of the most
respected and notable economists in this country and internationally. The Institute's high

standards of excellence and high ideals attract the best-qualified individuals to participate in
its research projects

We are hopeful that British American Tobacco will elect to support the Institute
with an annual contribution of L50,000 to be divided between the Social Affairs Centre and
The Centre on Risk and Regulation . Complete budgets and additional project descriptions

will be made available to you at your request. Mr. Walker, Mr. Basham, and I would
welcome the opportunity to meet with you should your travels bring you to the United

States or Canada. I have included a number of publications and articles that I believe will
interest you and convince you of the merit of this request . I look forward to your reply.

With best wishes for a happy and healthy New Year ,

Facilities Helpline 1111 IT Helpdesk 270 0
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